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ABSTRACT
Many emerging applications, e.g. in the embedded and DSP space, are often characterized by their loopy nature where a substantial part of the execution time is spent within a few program phases. Loop buffering techniques have been proposed for capturing and processing these loops in small buffers to reduce the processor’s instruction fetch energy. However, these schemes are limited to straight-line or innermost loops and fail to adequately handle complex loops.

In this paper, we propose a dynamic loop buffering mechanism that uses backwards branch control information to identify, capture and process complex loop structures. The DLB controller has been fully implemented in VHDL, synthesized and timed with the IBM Booledozer and Einstimer Synthesis tools, and analyzed for power with the Sequence PowerTheater tool. Our experiments show that the DLB approach, on average, results in a factor of 3 reduction in energy consumption compared to a traditional instruction memory design at an area overhead of about 9%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many emerging applications, especially in the embedded and digital signal processing space, are characterized as having a loopy signal, where a substantial part of their execution time is spent within a few program phases or loop nests. Loop buffering techniques have been proposed [1, 3] for capturing such instruction loops in small buffers, thus reducing the microprocessors instruction fetch energy by not powering up the primary instruction memory unit when executing these loops. Although these prior schemes have been shown to be effective in reducing the energy consumed for some applications, they are often limited by either the method of loop implementation and/or the technique of loop identification, capture and buffer management.

Some schemes (e.g. [3]) employ pure hardware dynamic identification, capture and loop management while others depend on instruction profiling (e.g. [1]) for static preloading of identified loops, or compiler support for dynamically loading targeted loops. Profiling and compiler support based methods tend to be application/platform specific, and not general enough for portability across different microprocessor platforms and instruction set architectures (ISAs). A dynamic hardware loop caching scheme like the one proposed by Lee et al. (henceforth referred to as the LMA scheme [3]), though general and portable across microprocessor platforms, is limited in its ability to capture various complex loop structures like nested loops with if-then-else constructs and/or exception condition checks. The real benefit of dynamic loop buffering is yet to be fully realized.

As computational devices grow more pervasive, and the roles of portable, battery-powered devices keeps expanding, there is an increasing focus on issues that affect battery life. Further, even in the traditional realm of desktops and servers, there is a growing focus on controlling both the amount of energy consumed and the resulting power/heat dissipated, particularly in order to control packaging/cooling requirements.

There is therefore the need for future systems to provide sufficient processing power to efficiently execute emerging workloads at the lowest possible energy consumption levels. Hence, an instruction fetch scheme is necessary that efficiently, economically, and dynamically exploits instruction fetch redundancy to save energy.

1.1 Previous Work
Various methods for reducing instruction fetch energy consumption of loopy workloads have been proposed. Significant among them include dynamic approaches, like the LMA loop cache [4, 3] and the filter cache [2], and static approaches like the pre-loaded loop buffer [1]. Each of these approaches offers some benefits but also have some limitations.

In [4, 3], Lee et al. describe a simple loop buffering scheme that dynamically identifies, captures, and manages a small loop body during processor execution. The loop body, cap-
2.1 The Loop Buffer Memory

The loop buffer memory consists of three elements. The first is a small, tagless buffer array structure which can be randomly accessed. This structure, which may be built out of low-power register arrays, sits in parallel with the SRAM memory arrays of the primary instruction memory unit. The next element consists of two registers that record the range of the captured loop (i.e. the loop start and end addresses). These registers determine when addresses fall within the captured loop range. The final element is a set of bits (forming part of the DLB controller logic) used to indicate whether a loop buffer entry is valid/filled or not. This allows the loop buffer memory to contain unfilled slots, providing the ability to capture more complex loop bodies and structures.

2.2 The DLB Controller

The DLB controller is a finite state machine that provides more sophisticated utilization of the loop buffer memory. The DLB state transitions are shown in Figure 1.
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The DLB controller is a four-state finite state machine. In addition to similar Active (A), Idle (I) and Fill (F) states as used in the LMA controller, there is an Overflow (O) state. The Overflow state allows the controller to identify, capture, and manage portions of a loop that is too large to completely fit within the buffer. The state transitions illustrated in Figure 1 are further described in Table 1.

Execution begins in the Idle state, and remains there until an appropriate transition is triggered. Upon initial detection of a backward branch (that is also reasonably likely to be a loop ending branch), the DLB controller declares a new loop, records the address of the branch as the current Loop_End and the target address as the current Loop_Start, and transitions to the Fill state. Loop_Start and Loop_End then define the current DLB loop range.

The DLB controller will continue to fill the loop buffer with copies of subsequently fetched instructions until:

- execution moves outside the current DLB loop range, transitioning to Idle
- execution returns to a previously filled address within the DLB loop range, transitioning to Active
- execution moves beyond the physical size of the buffer, transitioning to Overflow

When in Active state, the primary instruction memory unit is powered-down and the loop buffer supplies requested instructions. The controller remains in the Active state until execution either moves out of the DLB loop range (to Idle), beyond the physical buffer size (to Overflow) or into a previously unfilled area of the loop buffer (Fill). In the Overflow state, requests are forwarded to the primary instruction
The DLB controller is stateful, in that it keeps sufficient system state and history for loop detection and management. In addition to the Overflow state, the DLB approach uses transition 3 to avoid being a “capture, use, and destroy” technique like the LMA. Transition 3 allows for future reuse of abandoned loops that are revisited before they are overwritten.

3. SYSTEM EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

To accurately estimate the effectiveness, power, area and timing characteristics of the proposed DLB as well as the LMA, the two controllers were implemented in VHDL and synthesized using the IBM 0.13 um ASIC library as a target. Each controller was implemented to intercept the path between the processor core and the primary instruction memory and, based on the algorithm, decide whether to forward the instruction fetch request to the memory or to block and serve the request from the local loop buffer. To ensure no additional delay cycles, we designed for this decision to happen within the first half cycle from the start of the access. The design operated at 450 MHz using a nominal supply voltage of 1.5V.

A new low-power DSP microprocessor, eLite[5], being developed at the IBM TJ Watson Research Center was the native core used in this evaluation. eLite fetches 8 byte long instruction words (LIWs) per cycle. The 32 Kbytes flat instruction memory was organized as four banks. The memory banks were each implemented with “compilable” 1K entries x 64 bits wide SRAM arrays, and the loop buffer with a 64 entry by 64 bits dual ported growable register array (GRA), all from the IBM technology library.

3.1 Design Entry and Verification

We constructed a VHDL testbench to simulate each of the controllers. The testbench consisted of the controller unit under test connected from one side to a model of the primary instruction memory unit and from the other side to a driver process that simulates the instruction fetch behavior of the processor as shown in Figure 2. We verified the correctness of the implementation through numerous validation simulations at the RTL level. All instructions returned to the processor (either from the main instruction memory or the loop buffer) were verified for correctness.

Table 1: State Transitions for DLB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>From-To</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I → F</td>
<td>(backward branch(bb) detected &amp; taken) OR (move within loop range &amp; entry invalid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>F → I</td>
<td>(bb not taken) OR (another col causes move outside loop range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>A → O</td>
<td>(move within loop range) OR (entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I → A</td>
<td>(move into loop range &amp; entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F → A</td>
<td>(bb is taken again) OR (another indexed bb is taken) &amp; (entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A → F</td>
<td>(resume filling rest of loop) OR (move within loop range &amp; entry invalid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>F → O</td>
<td>(end of physical loop buffer reached)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b</td>
<td>A → O</td>
<td>(entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>O → A</td>
<td>(col caused within loop range) OR (bb detected and taken again) &amp; (entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>O → F</td>
<td>(col caused within loop range) OR (bb detected and taken again) &amp; (entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a</td>
<td>I → I</td>
<td>(no col)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9c</td>
<td>F → F</td>
<td>(no col) &amp; (entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9d</td>
<td>O → O</td>
<td>(no col) &amp; (entry valid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9b</td>
<td>A → A</td>
<td>(no col) &amp; (entry valid)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The benchmarks used in this evaluation are typical signal processing functions written for the eLite[5]. They included: viterbi decoding (viterbi), block finite impulse response filter (bkfir), fast fourier transform (fft64a), huffman decoding (huffman), infinite impulse response filter (iir) and double precision finite impulse response filter (dpfir).

We ran RTL level simulations to examine the ability of the two schemes to detect, capture and manage loops. Figure 3 shows the state occupancy distribution of the DLB (right bar) and LMA (left bar) controller schemes for a 64-entry loop buffer across the six benchmarks. On the average, the DLB controller is in the Active state 83% of the time, 4% in the Fill state, and 12% in Idle. The LMA controller, however, stays in Active 56% of the time, 21% in Fill, and 23% Idle. The fact that the DLB operates more frequently in the Active state and substantially less in both Fill and Idle states shows that these simple workloads possess various complex loop formations which the LMA controller fails to adequately handle.

Figure 2: VHDL Testbench

Figure 3: State Occupancy Distribution

3.2 Synthesis, Timing and Power Estimation

Each of the controllers was synthesized using IBM Boole-dozer synthesis tool and timed using IBM Einstimer static timing analysis tool. Synthesis results are shown in Table 2. The resulting gate level netlist was saved in Verilog format. As expected, the loop buffer schemes result in extra area overheads, adding on 57K cells for the DLB and 52.4K cells for the LMA. Even though the DLB scheme maintains adequate state information as compared to the LMA, the logic area difference among them is close to negligible.
Table 2: Area Estimates for the DLB and LMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Estimates (KCells)</th>
<th>DLB</th>
<th>LMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRAM Bank (SRAM1DN 1Kx64)</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode Logic and Wrapper</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Primary Memory</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4 Banks + Decode Logic)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop Buffer (OBA 6Kx64)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Added Area</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To estimate power, we modified our VHDL testbench slightly to instantiate the synthesized gate level description of the corresponding controller. A monitor process was also included in the testbench to monitor gate switching activity of the design. We ran our benchmarks to record switching activity.

PowerTheater (a commercial power estimating tool from Sequence Design) was used for power estimation. The tool takes as input the gate-level design netlist, the switching activity file, and a library of power models that characterizes the power consumption for the various gates in the ASIC library. The latter came from the IBM ASIC design kit along with power models for the SRAMs. Since the design was pre-layout, we configured the tool to estimate wire capacitances based on the number of cells in the design and also estimate the clock tree power based on the number of latches, the type of clock buffers and the allowable fanout limits for each level in the clock tree.

4. RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the power dissipation of the instruction memory subsystem. For each benchmark, the right column depicts the base power, which is the power without any loop buffer in place. The middle column shows the power using the LMA controller, and the left column shows the same for the DLB controller. First, the average power for the base system remains constant across the different benchmarks. This is due to the fact that the power model of our SRAM is not sensitive to data variations. In other words, the ASIC library assumes the same power for a read access regardless of the actual bit values being read. In all but the ir Benchmark, the DLB controller dissipates less power than the LMA since it can capture more complex loop structures, as Figure 5 suggests. For the ir, a quick visual inspection of the assembly code reveals simple straight loop structures that are easily handled by the LMA, and since the LMA controller has less state than the DLB, it results in slightly less power. On the other hand, the huffman benchmark presents a classic scenario where the LMA controller dissipates more power than the base memory structure without a loop buffer. This is due to the complex nature of the loops in the huffman benchmark which causes the LMA controller to toggle between the “Idle” and “Fill” states while never trapping into the “Active” state, as shown by the zero LMA buffer hit rate for huffman in Figure 5.

Our DLB scheme shows, on the average, a factor of 3 improvement on energy consumption reductions over a traditional primary instruction memory, which in this case is a flat memory built out of SRAMS. The DLB scheme also improves upon the LMA technique’s energy reduction by more than 50%.

5. CONCLUSION

Power considerations are becoming increasingly important in computer system design. Many applications, including multimedia, signal processing and high-performance computing, exhibit significant looping behavior. This observation leads one to consider reducing the instruction fetch power by the introduction of small, low-power mechanisms to capture loop code and feed processing elements from that low-power path.

Previous work on exploiting looping behavior for fetch energy reductions are limited in the types and kinds of loop structures that can be captured for low-power buffering. We have presented an improved dynamically-managed loop buffering mechanism which addresses most of these limitations. Our proposed dynamic loop buffer controller is stateful and intelligently managed and has the ability to capture the vast majority of simple and complex loop structures in today’s emerging loopy workloads.

Our DLB scheme shows, on the average, a factor of 3 improvement on energy consumption reductions over a traditional primary instruction memory built out of SRAMS. The DLB scheme also improves upon the loop cache technique of Lee et al. by more than 50% on average.
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